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START RAMP



Quebec driver Antoine L’Estage and his co-driver 
Nathalie Richard won this past weekend’s Rocky 
Mountain Rally in Kananaskis, Alberta, Canada, Round 
Two of the 2012 Canadian Rally Championship. Already 
winners of the season’s opening round, the Rockstar 
Energy Drink team claims another perfect victory after 
dominating the rally from start to fi nish. This result 
marks the fi fth career Rocky Mountain Rally win for 
the 2011 Canadian and North American champions, 
L’Estage and Richard.
 “We were faced with what has become typical 
Rocky Mountain Rally weather, rain and snow the night 
preceding the start of the rally, making for really tricky road 
conditions,” said L’Estage. “During the rally more rain, snow, 
hail, strong winds and sun all made an appearance and we 
took advantage of the unpredictable conditions to attack the 

stages and build up a big lead on our rivals. Our strategy 
worked perfectly and I had full confi dence in our Yokohama 
tyres, especially given the changing road surfaces, which 
then permitted me to back off a bit on Day Two and just 
manage our lead.”
 Winners of eight of the nine competitive stages on 
Day One, the Rockstar Energy Drink duo started the fi nal day 
with a commanding 01min 48sec ahead of second place. 
 “It’s of course a very important victory for the 
Championship, but it’s also a testament to our partners 
Drenth Motorsport, as our fi rst Canadian event with our new 
sequential gearbox, which was perfectly reliable throughout 
the entire weekend. We can defi nitely say that it was a 
huge team effort because our mechanics ensured that our 
Rockstar Energy Drink Mitsubishi withstood the challenging 
weekend without the slightest of worries.
 “Winning at the season-opening Rallye Perce-Neige 
and again here at the Rocky Mountain Rally gives us the 
maximum possible Championship points heading into the 

summer events in Quebec,” added L’Estage. 
 “It’s an excellent result for us and we couldn’t have 
asked for more from a rally where everything and everyone 
on our team worked perfectly,” said co-driver Nathalie 
Richard. 
 With this victory, the team increases their lead in 
the hunt for the Canadian title and also reclaims top spot in 
the North American Rally Cup.
 The pair don’t have much time to celebrate this 
victory, their sixth in the last eight rounds of the Canadian 
Rally Championship. On Wednesday, the team heads to 
Pennsylvania to contest the Susquehanock Trail Performance 
Rally (STPR), Round Four of the Rally America series. After 
coming in second at this event in 2011 by only 01.3sec, 
the Rockstar Energy Drink team will be gunning for the top 
spot on the podium. Competition in Canada will resume on 
29 - 30 June in Gaspé, Quebec for the highly popular Rallye 
Baie-des-Chaleurs.

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Picture: Coyote Media Services
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SERVICE PARK



The supreme worldwide authority for motorsport, the 
FIA (Fédération Internationale de l’Automobile), has 
chosen OMP as their offi cial supplier of racing apparel 
for the 2012 and 2013 seasons.
 The Italian company, represented in Africa Africa 
(Handbrakes and Hairpins’ base) by ATS (Automotive 
Technology Specialists), will supply technical race clothing 

to FIA offi cials in the various FIA Championships. This will 
include fi reproof overalls, shoes, gloves, and underwear.
 Jean Todt, the President of the FIA, said: “The FIA 
is pleased to have reached an agreement with OMP for it to 
become an offi cial supplier, as the company’s philosophy is 
perfectly aligned with the FIA’s top priority to strive for the 
highest level of safety in motorsport.”
 “We stocks a wide range of OMP gear, and the brand 
having become a popular choice with local competitors in 
all disciplines and at all levels of the sport, who demand the 

best protection that money can buy,” adds Robin Houghton, 
managing director of ATS. “The OMP brand has been at the 
forefront of fi re-retardant racewear for nearly four decades, 
and remains dedicated to fi nding innovative solutions in 
its fi eld. Our philosophy at ATS has always been to only 
sell products that we would be happy to use in our own 
motorsport endeavours, and with OMP there has never been 
any question about entrusting our lives to it.”

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Picture: Motorpics
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PARC FERME



As the FIA WRC Academy crews tackled the most 
challenging event of their careers at the 58th Acropolis 
Rally this past weekend, it was Elfyn Evans (23) who 
came out on top to claim his maiden WRC Academy 
victory with a dominating seven out of a possible ten 
stage wins. 
 The Welshman is known for his speed and 

mechanical sympathy – a mix which proved advantageous 
on the abrasive Greek stages. Alastair Fisher (23) claimed 
second place to maintain his lead at the head of the 
standings with Brendan Reeves (23) securing his second 
podium of the year fi nishing the event in third.
 Elfyn Evans said: “I am very happy and this event 
is defi nitely up there as one of my best results. It has been 
a diffi cult event and SS11 was probably the toughest stage 
I have ever driven but the Fiesta [R2] and Pirelli tyres have 
done fantastically well. It was very rough in places and we 

didn’t have a single puncture. If you saw the conditions I 
don’t think you would believe that they would be able to 
cope, so it is a real credit to Pirelli.
 “We had a really tough rally in Portugal so put a lot 
of work into preparing for Greece and everything has gone 
really well. Phil [Pugh] has been world class and I am very 
lucky to have him in the car.”
 Supported by Ford Racing in Europe and with 
control tyres from Pirelli, the WRC Academy got underway 
with a 25km stage on Thursday evening with rookie Pontus 

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Pictures: WorldRallyPics/M-Sport
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Tidemand (21) setting the pace to take an early lead – 
03.9sec up on Evans with Fisher a further 04.1sec adrift in 
third.
 Elsewhere however, the opening test spelled 
disaster for Sweden’s Fredrik Ahlin (21). Keen to translate 
his speed into a strong result on the Acropolis Rally, the 
youngster slid off the road after being distracted by an 
engine light following a heavy landing which damaged the 
sump on his Ford Fiesta R2. Ahlin’s mature approach saw 
him take advantage of the Rally 2 regulation rather than 
continuing and risking any further damage to his Fiesta.
 The competition restarted on Friday morning with 
the WRC Academy crews contesting six stages including 
Greek classics, ‘Bauxites’ and ‘Drossohori’. The remote 
service in Itea posed a new challenge for the competitors 
– having to complete all six stages with only the spares 
in the rally car available for repairs. Thanks to his speed 
and mechanical sympathy, Evans dominated the day with 

a clean-sweep of stage victories that saw the Welshman 
assume control at the head of the standings.
 With a good run over Elikonas 1 (SS4), Fisher got 
the better of Tidemand in their battle for second, leading the 
Swede by 05sec going into service. Unfortunately, having 
been going strongly in seventh, Dutch Federation (KNAF) 
supported driver Timo Van Der Marel (22) clipped a rock 
on SS4 that damaged the front wishbone on his Fiesta R2 
forcing him to Rally 2 the following day.
 Evans’ dominance continued over the afternoon to 
lead the series by 29.5sec at the end of Day One. Getting to 
grips with the art of loose-surface rallying, asphalt specialist 
Jose Suárez (20) claimed the third fastest time over Bauxites 
1 (SS5) to climb to fi fth place in the overall standings – just 
27.1sec adrift of Reeves going strongly in fourth.
 Re-starting on Saturday morning, the crews 
contested four stages through the beautiful Peloponnese 
peninsula which masked the roughest day of competition in 

this year’s World Rally Championship (WRC). The going was 
tough, and the abrasive nature of the stages – littered with 
rocks and exposed bedrock – claimed a number of victims.
Amongst the unfortunate, and heart-achingly close to his 
second consecutive WRC Academy podium, Tidemand broke 
a driveshaft 5km into SS11. Also falling foul of the stages’ 
rough characteristics, fellow Swede Ahlin rolled his Fiesta on 
SS12 – forcing an untimely retirement after demonstrating 
some impressive speed over the morning’s opening stages.
 The same stage saw heartache for South Africa’s 
Ashley Haigh-Smith (19) with a broken driveshaft on his 
debut as an offi cial WRC Academy driver and there was 
further disappointment for João Silva. Having shown clear 
progression by setting the fourth fastest time over SS11, an 
impact to the exhaust saw the Portuguese driver damage the 
fuel tank of his Fiesta R2.
 Elsewhere however, Evans claimed a further two 
stage victories to secure his maiden WRC Academy victory. 



Despite rolling his Fiesta R2 and losing over a minute on 
SS12, Fisher recovered well – with a broken windscreen – to 
secure second place and maintain his lead at the head of the 
series while a mature drive from Reeves saw the Australian 
stay clear of trouble to secure his second WRC Academy 
podium of the year in third.
 Battling throughout the weekend, John MacCrone 
(23) pipped Suárez in a nail-biting battle for fourth place. 
The closing stages saw both drivers snatch a stage win - 
which marked the fi rst WRC Academy stage victory for the 
Scotsman and Suárez’s fi rst on gravel - but it was MacCrone 
who came out on top by a margin of just 06.8sec. Claiming 
his fi rst WRC Academy points, American Chris Duplessis (24) 
brought his Fiesta R2 safely home in sixth, with Van Der 
Marel recovering from yesterday’s issues to claim the fi nal 
points in seventh.
 With seven out of eleven Fiesta R2s making it to the 
end of the roughest event on the WRC calendar, the WRC 

Academy crews, and Ford Fiesta R2, impressed once again – 
raising to the challenges posed by the demanding terrain.
 With four events remaining, the WRC Academy 
championship standings are closer than ever. Fisher’s second 
place saw him maintain his series lead with just an eight 
point advantage to Evans in second. Reeves lays a further 
three points adrift in third with Suárez fourth and Van Der 
Marel and Tidemand rounding off the top six.
 Ashley Haigh-Smith commented on his fi rst 
offi cial WRC Academy event: “The event was brilliant. Ok 
the no score is not what we wanted, but considering how 
diffi cult this rally is we can’t be too disappointed with our 
performance. I was gaining confi dence with every stage and 
the notes were working really well. Our M-Sport mechanics 
were fantastic and now I am really looking forward to 
Finland.”

WRC Academy Acropolis Rally of Greece Final Classifi cation:
01) E. Evans/P. Pugh - 03h 46m 35.5s
02) A. Fisher/D. Barritt + 02m 15.9s
03) B. Reeves/R. Smyth + 02m 32.2s
04) J. MacCrone/S. Loudon + 03m 19.1s
05) J. Suarez/C. Carrera + 03m 25.9s
06) C. Duplessis/K. Atkinson + 05m 55.5s
07) T. Van Der Marel/E. Berkhof + 21m 22.7s

H&H



The Citroën Total World Rally Team is the best in the 
history of the sport. This unsurprising realisation 
dawned on us at Handbrakes & Hairpins after its crews 
of Sebastien Loeb/Daniel Elena and Mikko Hirvonen/
Jarmo Lehtinen claimed the squad’s third 1-2 
formation fi nish in 2012’s six events thus far.

 Third place went to the returning Jari-Matti Latvala/
Miika Anttila (Ford World Rally Team), some 40 seconds 
behind the second Citroën DS3 WRC. The Finn was hoping 
for a miracle in this torturously rough rally, and his wishes 
very nearly came true when Loeb stopped in the fi nal stages 
of the event with a puncture to drop over 90 seconds to his 
rivals while he changed the wheel.
 As was expected, the Acropolis Rally of Greece once 
more lived up to its reputation as the toughest event on 

the calendar. a large number of crews suffered mechanical 
maladies on the rocky roads around the Gulf of Corinth, west 
of Athens. And, unexpectedly for a summer rally in Greece, 
heavy rain transformed Saturday’s gravel tests into a mud 
bath, generating treacherous conditions that some drivers 
likened to driving on ice.
 The fi nal day of the event was the shortest and 
covered two identical loops of two stages with the rally 
concluding with the Power Stage, in which Loeb, Latvala and 

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Pictures: Citroën Racing, WorldRallyPics, MINI Portugal
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Hirvonen claimed an additional three, two and one point 
respectively. With Petter Solberg (Ford World Rally Team) 
shadowing Loeb for much of Saturday’s stages, where was 
he in the Power Stage results?
 Sunday’s action was set to provide a thrilling 
showdown between Loeb and Solberg as the rivals, the 
rivals just 10.2 seconds adrift at the start of the day. In the 
opening stage, Solberg drifted wide of the racing line in a 
fast kink and he struck a rock face that ripped his left rear 
wheel off and ended his rally on the spot. 
 Loeb’s team-mate therefore moved into second, 
albeit nearly two minutes adrift. It was then in the following 
stage that Loeb faced his own problems: the Frenchman 

was forced to stop to change a wheel and dropping over 90 
seconds in the process. However, his lead over the rest of 
the fi eld was such that he maintained his position at the top 
of the leader board and his Citroën team-mates were able to 
ease the pace to the fi nish in one-two formation.
 When Loeb was advised of Solberg’s troubles at the 
of the stage, the Frenchman said to the media: “Petter was 
reported to have come to a halt on the stage, so I stopped 
pushing so hard. After I passed him, I thought to myself that 
it would have been diffi cult to maintain the same pace right 
to the end, given how many potholes and rocks there were 
on the road.”
 Solberg explains his disappointing demise in this 

gruelling rally: “I approached a long left bend in a narrow 
downhill section. I hit the bank on the right of the road and 
then the car bounced into the bank on the opposite side. 
The impact knocked the left rear wheel off and that was it. 
I feel so sorry for the team because I wanted to win but 
unfortunately it wasn’t to be.”
 Solberg’s unfortunate retirement enabled Hirvonen 
to move into second position after what was an up-and-
down rally for the Finn. Hirvonen has fi tted well into his new 
team and has acclimatised comfortably to the Citroën after 
eight seasons behind the steering wheel of a Blue Oval rally 
machine. His speed is not to be underestimated in his DS3 
WRC... “We had no mechanical problems on either car; that 



is a truly exceptional achievement on a rally like this one,” 
said Hirvonen. “As far as I’m concerned, I am still surprised 
to have fi nished second, but I had to be consistent and not 
make any mistakes. I am really looking forward to the next 
two rallies in New Zealand and Finland!”
 Are those words to be considered a challenge to 
Loeb and Hirvonen’s rivals? The Finn is impressively quick in 
New Zealand and his home event in Finland. The cambered 
roads, fl owing nature of the stages and the rolling jumps in 
New Zealand will surely favour the Citroën newcomer, but for 
him to be given the go-ahead to challenge Loeb from team 
boss Yves Matton is juicy enough for an entirely new article...
 Latvala returned to WRC action in Greece after 

missing the previous Championship event due to a broken 
collarbone sustained in a training accident whil skiing. Both 
the 27-year-old Finn and Norwegian ace Solberg challenged 
for a win over mountain roads, but a puncture for Latvala 
after he hit a bank in the penultimate leg and Solberg’s 
accident ended their hopes. 
 “I need to be satisfi ed in one sense because I said 
before the rally that I wanted to fi nish on the podium and 
I did that,” said Latvala, who lies fi fth in the Championship 
standings. “Of course, at the same time I’m disappointed 
because I could have won. It’s good to be back on the 
podium after a long time away, but I need to push for wins 
now. That’s the only thing I can do. I need to iron out the 

little mistakes and I hope I can turn things round at the next 
event in New Zealand.”
 Latvala and Solberg have the car to take them to 
victory. Of the event’s 22 special stages, the Ford World 
Rally Team’s FIesta RS WRCs claimed 15 scratch times. 
This equates to 68 percent of the stages where Ford had 
the better of the Citroëns, and of the 15 stages Latvala 
was fastest in ten of them. In other terms, in football for 
example, the Ford WRT enjoy 68 percent possession of 
the ball in the opponent’s half, but failed to convert that to 
points on the board. Why is this? Further into this, of the 129 
stages run thus far into the season, and looking only at the 
two factory teams and their two crews each, the Ford World 



Rally Team seems to be the quickest on paper, but it is Loeb 
and Citroën Total World Rally Team with four wins and Ford 
World Rally Team with only one. Most stages wins in 2012 
belong to Latvala with 30, Solberg with 29, Loeb on 28 and 
Hirvonen 14. In terms of teams, the Ford World Rally Team 
has 17 more stage wins to Citroën’s 42. It is despite these 
statistics that pundits still bank on Loeb and Citroën for rally 
wins... What will it take for Ford’s drivers to convert this 
speed into rally wins?
 Mad Mads Østberg (Adapta World Rally Team) took 
his Ford Fiesta RS WRC car to a handsome fourth place 
overall, scoring yet another remarkable result in what has 
been a stellar season. He said at the rally fi nish: “It has been 
a tricky event, and the off on Friday was not good. But apart 
from that, I think we have done exactly what we planned to 
do. The result in the end is not so bad at all really so I am 
happy with that.”
 Czech driver Martin Prokop, (Czech National Rally 
Team M-Sport Ford Fiesta RS WRC) took fi fth place: “The 
weekend was very good for us with no mistakes. The car 

was good – we had a few problems with the anti-roll bar, but 
the rest was okay. This type of rally means it is very tough 
to bring the car to the end so I am very happy; it is another 
fantastic result for us.”
 Citroen Junior Team driver Thierry Neuville had 
a trouble-free run to fi nish the rally in sixth place overall. 
Sebastien Ogier (Volkswagen Motorsport Skoda Fabia S2000)
was the lead driver Class S2000 in seventh overall, while 
his team-mate Andreas Mikkelsen was forced to retire with 
damaged suspension after a rally-long battle.
 In the FIA World Rally Championship for Drivers, 
Loeb now enjoys a 30-point lead over team-mate Hirvonen 
who moves into second place, while M-Sport Ford driver 
Mads Østberg moves ahead of Ford World Rally Team 
team-mates Solberg and Latvala. In the Manufacturers’ 
Championship, maximum points for Citroën gives it a 73-
point advantage over Ford.
 The FIA World Rally Championship crews now head 
to the Southern Hemisphere for Brother Rally New Zealand 
on 21 - 24 June.

WRC Acropolis Rally of Greece Final Classifi cation:
01) S. Loeb/D. Elena
       Citroën DS3 WRC - 04h 42m 03.3s
02) M. Hirvonen/J. Lehtinen
       Citroën DS3 WRC + 40.0s
03) J-M. Latvala/M. Anttila
       Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 03m 04.8s
04) M. Ostberg/J. Andersson
       Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 06m 16.4s
05) M. Prokop/Z. Hruza
       Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 07m 46.5s
06) T. Neuville/N. Gilsoul
       Citroën DS3 WRC + 09m 41.4s
07) S. Ogier/J. Ingrassia
       Skoda Fabia S2000 + 12m 59.9s
08) Y. Al-Rajhim/M. Orr
       Ford Fiesta S2000 + 20m 12.2s
09) O. Tanak/ K. Sikk
       Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 23m 18.9s
10) A. Alkuwari/N. Arena
       MINI Countryman John Cooper Works WRC + 28m 40.5s

H&H



The fourth round of the Rally America National 
Championship, the Susquehannock Trail Performance 
Rally (STPR), rolls into Wellsboro, PA this weekend 
with a large 68 car entry list.
 All season long teams have come out in full force to 
contest the Rally America National Championship since the 
season-opener’s 70-car fi eld at the Sno*Drift Rally in Atlanta, 
MI.
 The STPR competition heats right back up with the 
entrance of new competitive teams bound to shake up the 
standings or play spoiler to those with national title dreams. 
 Rally America points leaders David Higgins and 
Craig Drew, both from the United Kingdom, nearly locked 
the Rally America National Championship title with a decisive 
win at the Oregon Trail Rally. The team sits 35 points ahead 
of the pack with three more events to go, but only two 
points separate second and third place to make the STPR an 
important event in deciding many teams’ fates.

 Canadian Rally Championship regular Leonid 
Urlichich and co-driver Carl Williamson have been impressive 
in their Rally America season debut and need to protect their 
second overall position from a hard-charging Adam Yeoman, 
the 2011 Rookie of the Year. Yeoman sits just one point 
behind in third place overall after landing his fi rst podium 
fi nish at the Oregon Trail Rally.
 Notably, Rockstar Energy Drink’s Antoine L’Estage 
and co-driver Nathalie Richard hurt their chances for another 
Rally America title with a second consecutive DNF at the 
recent Oregon Trail Rally. This team is Higgins’ closest rival in 
the Series, and will attend STPR with plans to win it. 
 The 2011 Super Production (SP) Class Champions 
Travis and Terry Hanson will resume their Overall and 
SP Class battle after missing the last round of the 
Championship. The team sits fourth in the overall standings 
and only one point behind Lauchlin O’Sullivan in the SP Class 
standings. O’Sullivan missed a chance to build a larger lead 
over the Hansons at Oregon when he failed to fi nish due to 
mechanical problems. 
 While the Hansons and O’Sullivan duke it out, 

Ramana Lagemann, last year’s SP Class winner on this event, 
has entered for his fi rst event for 2012. He’s an instant 
favourite to win the Class and possibly crack the overall 
podium.
 The 2WD Class was shaken up at the Oregon Trail 
Rally when Australia’s Summit Rally Team entered with 
two uniquely prepared Nissan Silvias. Summit Rally Team’s 
Will Orders won the class in his Rally America debut and 
placed an impressive fourth overall. Up to this point, Chris 
Duplessis has been dominating 2WD. Unfortunately, the 
much anticipated battle between Duplessis and Orders never 
materialized when Duplessis skipped Oregon. Rally fans 
will fi nally see Duplessis take on Orders at STPR as a test 
of American driving talent versus the world to gauge 2WD 
supremacy.
 But don’t count out Andrew Comrie-Picard driving 
a 2011 Scion xD. Comrie-Picard has fi nished in second place 
all season and that consistency helped him assume the 2WD 
Class lead by seven points after Oregon. This event will be 
thrilling!

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Picture: Subaru Rally Team USA
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This weekend’s Jim Clark Rally hosts the fourth round 
of this year’s MSA British Rally Championship and, 
following three gravel rallies so far, the Scottish 
Borders-based event provides the fi rst asphalt 
encounter of the season. So, with the championship 
switching to two-wheel-drive cars only this year, it 
begs the question; who will be on top on tarmac?
 To underline the competitiveness the BRC’s new 
2WD format, the fi rst three rounds have produced three 
different winners, with only a handful of seconds separating 
the front-running crews. Jarkko Nikara has challenged for the 

lead in all three rallies, but each time has found himself a 
nemesis.
 In Round One – the Rallye Sunseeker - it was Mark 
Donnelly; Round Two – the Bulldog Rally of North Wales - it 
was Tom Cave and, in Round Three - the Pirelli Rally - it 
was Keith Cronin. Therefore, the Finnish ace hopes that he 
can turn the tide on tarmac and record his fi rst win of the 
season.
 With Donnelly in his Renault Clio seeded at number 
one and Cronin in his Citroën DS3 at number two - and both 
hailing from the land synonymous for closed-road rallying 
- the form books suggest that the Round One and Three 
winners will be tough to topple. Nikara starts at three with 
his Citroën DS3, whilst current championship leader Elfyn 

Evans carries number four on the door of his Ford Fiesta.
 Even though the Welshman is running in Class 
6 (the R2 category), he cannot be ruled out as a possible 
victor. He has already shown that despite the power 
disadvantage he gives away to the three Class 5 (R3) 
drivers running ahead of him, he can be more than a match 
– especially if it rains – as the Berwickshire lanes have a 
reputation of being treacherous when they’re wet, which will 
go some way to equalise the differences in engine output.
 At fi ve is Osian Pryce, who has a habit of springing 
surprises and, although more familiar with gravel than 
asphalt, is another Citroën DS3 driver to watch. In similar 
machinery and seeded at six is Jonny Greer who, from 
Northern Ireland, is certainly no stranger to tarmac and 
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contested a rally in Southern Ireland last weekend to bring 
himself up to speed with a car he admits he is still getting 
used to.
 Peter Taylor has also shown he can cut it at the 
front and is eager to put his Renault Clio R3 into a high 
scoring position this weekend, as he currently shares third 
place in the Championship with Cronin. Right behind him on 
the road will be Cave who, bearing in mind he holds second 
place in the standings, is likely to improve on his seeding – 
even though he is another driver who has had more seat-
time on gravel than on tarmac.
 The second of the four Scandinavian drivers - and 
second of the Class 6 (R2) category competitors - is Jussi 
Kumpumäki. Seeded at nine, the young Finn – driving a 
Ford Fiesta - starts just ahead of fellow countryman Jukka 
Korhonen in the Pirelli Star Driver Škoda Fabia R2. The 
fourth Finn to take to the tarmac is Niko-Pekka Nieminen, 
who starts at 15 – also in a Ford Fiesta - and will be happy if 
he can stick with Northern Ireland’s Matthew Cathcart, who 

starts one place ahead of him in a similar car.
 Also from Northern Ireland and a driver who excels 
on asphalt is Desi Henry. He starts at 11 in his Citroën DS3, 
whilst at 12 and making a welcome comeback for the fi rst 
time since his spectacular retirement during the Rallye 
Sunseeker in February, is Callum Black, who will be debuting 
his DS3. Next to take to the stage will be the ever improving 
James Grint – another Citroën driver – with Class 8 leader 
Gethin Jones in his Ford Fiesta ST starting at 17.
 Seeded at 18, Fiesta driver Ruary Macleod will be 
looking to break his run of no-scores from the past two 
rounds, whereas Skoda driver Arron Newby hopes that his 
outright win last weekend at a single-venue event will give 
him a boost this weekend. Another teenager, Chris Ingram, 
starts behind Newby in a Renault Twingo R2, with current 
leader of the MSA British Junior Rally Championship Garry 
Pearson in his Renault Twingo R1 next.
 Rounding off the fi eld of 24 BRC entries is Fiesta 
driver Alex Parpottas at 22, Citroën C2 Max driver Christian 

South, Renault Twingo R2 driver Nick Allen – who continues 
to commute to the UK from his home in the USA, Evo 
magazine’s Henry Catchpole in a one-off Twingo drive and 
Louise Cook, the 2011 British Ladies Champion returning to 
the BRC in her Ford Fiesta ST.
 The Jim Clark Rally continues to be the only 
competitive event of its kind to be held over closed public 
roads on the UK mainland and, for 2012, the event sees an 
extended format. Starting from the centre of Duns on Friday 
evening, competitors go straight into a stage that takes them 
through the centre of the town. And, if previous years are 
anything to go by, spectators will be lining its 1.9km route.
 After a second run of the same stage before the 
overnight halt, Saturday comprises a further eight stages 
over some of Berwickshire’s familiar rally roads, including the 
infamous 25.6km of Abbey St. Bathans. Five stages follow on 
Sunday, with a 17km run through Swinton providing the 15th 
and fi nal test of the rally before the ceremonial fi nish in Duns 
town square at 14h30. H&H
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